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Abstract

1

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) must drive across a variety of
challenging environments that impose continuously-varying
deadlines and runtime-accuracy tradeoffs on their software
pipelines. A deadline-driven execution of such AV pipelines
requires a new class of systems that enable the computation
to maximize accuracy under dynamically-varying deadlines.
Designing these systems presents interesting challenges that
arise from combining ease-of-development of AV pipelines
with deadline specification and enforcement mechanisms.
Our work addresses these challenges through D3 (Dynamic
Deadline-Driven), a novel execution model that centralizes
the deadline management, and allows applications to adjust
their computation by modeling missed deadlines as exceptions. Further, we design and implement ERDOS, an opensource realization of D3 for AV pipelines that exposes finegrained execution events to applications, and provides mechanisms to speculatively execute computation and enforce deadlines between an arbitrary set of events. Finally, we address
the crucial lack of AV benchmarks through our state-of-theart open-source AV pipeline, Pylot, that works seamlessly
across simulators and real AVs. We evaluate the efficacy of
D3 and ERDOS by driving Pylot across challenging driving
scenarios spanning 50km, and observe a 68% reduction in
collisions as compared to prior execution models.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration [4], expects advances in autonomous vehicles (AVs) to: (i) reduce
human error from traffic accidents, which made up for 94%
of the 37,133 vehicle related deaths in the U.S. in 2017 [75],
(ii) increase traffic flow, which could free up as much as 50
minutes per person per day [73], and (iii) provide new employment opportunities to around 2 million people with disabilities [46]. Despite the potential benefits and investment [5],
AV systems research is still in its infancy [12, 14–16, 27, 61].
While most AV research has focused on the models and
algorithms that underpin the perception, planning and control
decisions, there has been little work on the software systems that support their execution. To safely drive in complex
environments, AVs must ensure highly-accurate results by executing complex pipelines with hundreds of computationallyintensive algorithms and neural networks [95] using multiple
parallel processors and hardware accelerators [66]. As a result,
the software systems for AVs must support a deadline-driven
execution of such pipelines that allows them to maximize
their accuracy under a given deadline, which is complicated
by their two unique characteristics (discussed further in §2):
C1: Environment-dependent deadlines. AVs need to complete their computation at varying timescales to safely drive
across the wide array of scenarios in the real-world. For example, navigating a crowded urban street requires different
algorithms and can tolerate longer computation times than
swerving in response to an obstacle on the freeway [25, 45].
C2: Environment-dependent runtimes. The runtime of various stages of an AV pipeline like pedestrian tracking vary
with the input (e.g., the number of pedestrians). As a result,
these stages exhibit runtime-accuracy tradeoffs that must be
addressed dynamically according to the environment [44, 97].
The current state-of-the-art systems for autonomous driving (e.g., Autoware [28], Cruise [95], BMW [20] etc. [53, 94])
are built atop the Robot Operating System (ROS) [77]. ROS
was designed as an execution platform for enabling robotics
research, and achieves its key goal of supporting the construction of complex pipelines through its modular design [19]
and best-effort execution of the stages. However, these systems lack mechanisms to specify and enforce deadlines on
the computation thus precluding a deadline-driven execution
of an AV pipeline (C1), which is critical for vehicle safety.
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Figure 1. The architecture of a state-of-the-art AV pipeline. A modern AV uses multiple sensors to perceive the environment around it.
These sensor readings are used by the perception module to detect other agents, and by the localization module to compute the location of the
AV itself. The prediction module uses their output to predict the future trajectories of other agents, and the planning module computes a safe
and feasible trajectory for the AV using these predictions. Finally, the control module produces steering and acceleration commands.
Conversely, decades of work in cyber-physical systems has
produced sophisticated techniques for safety-critical applications that ensure the fulfillment of strict deadlines [32, 33,
36, 49, 56, 69]. However, these techniques require a comprehensive, time-consuming analysis of the schedulability of the
stages driven by estimates of their worst-case runtimes. Since
various stages of the pipeline exhibit environment-dependent
runtimes (C2), there exists a wide variance between their
average and worst-case runtimes. Thus, any schedulability
analysis driven by the latter is overly-conservative and leads
to an under-utilization of the compute resources, which could
be used to execute higher-accuracy algorithms and optimize
the runtime-accuracy tradeoff [44, 97] (elaborated in §3.1).
We posit that a new class of systems is required to enable
a deadline-driven execution of applications that must interact with a continuously-evolving environment (e.g., robotics,
AVs), and exhibit C1-C2. Such systems must combine the
ease-of-development of state-of-the-art robotics platforms
with the deadline specification and enforcement mechanisms
of cyber-physical systems. Specifically, such systems must
enable applications to specify deadlines that evolve with the
environment (C1), and adapt their computation to such deadlines to maximize the runtime-accuracy tradeoff (C2).
Our work seeks to provide a general execution model
for such applications and propose the design of a proof-ofconcept system that realizes this model. To achieve this goal,
this paper makes the following two key contributions:
(A) We propose D3 (Dynamic Deadline-Driven), an execution model for applications that interact with a continuouslyevolving environment, and exhibit C1-C2. D3 decomposes
the application as a graph of computation along with a deadline policy, which determines the deadline according to the
environment (C1). While applications proactively try to meet
deadlines, D3 models missed deadlines due to C2 as exceptions and allows the execution of reactive measures. Further,
D3 notifies downstream computation about missed deadlines,
allowing it to eagerly execute on incomplete input or adjust
to fit in the reduced time upon arrival of the input (see §5.3).
(B) We design and implement ERDOS, a proof-of-concept
realization of D3 built specifically for AV pipelines. ERDOS
exposes fine-grained execution events to the application and
provides abstractions for the specification of dynamicallyvarying deadlines that restrict the wall-clock time elapsed

between such events. ERDOS’ speculative execution mechanism then aims to fulfill a deadline by executing the appropriate implementation automatically (see §5.3). However,
if deadlines are missed due to C2, ERDOS executes exception handlers that allow computation to convey intermediate
results to enable the execution of downstream computation.
The remainder of the paper elaborates on the contributions
that enable D3 and ERDOS, and is organized as follows:
(1) We introduce and underscore the importance of the two
unique characteristics of applications that interact with a
continuously-evolving environments (C1-C2) by analyzing
data collected from both our own real AV and the sensor data
released by multiple state-of-the-art AV vendors (§2).
(2) We elaborate on D3 , a novel execution model that enables
such applications to maximize their accuracy (§3).
(3) We present the techniques that enable ERDOS to support
D3 (§4-§5) and provide the first open-source implementation
of a deadline-driven system built for AVs (§6).
(4) We address the crucial lack of AV benchmarks by providing the first open-source state-of-the-art AV pipeline, Pylot
(§7.1). Pylot works across simulators and real-vehicles, and
achieves the top score in a simulated AV challenge.
(5) We evaluate the efficacy of the dynamic deadline-driven
execution enabled by D3 and ERDOS by driving Pylot across
50 km of challenging driving scenarios in simulation (§7),
and observe a 68% reduction in collisions as compared to the
execution model of state-of-the-art robotics platforms.

2

Background and Motivation

An AV is equipped with multiple instances of sensors such as
cameras, LiDARs, radars etc., that complement each other and
enable the AV to build a representation of the environment [7–
9]. These sensors, operating at different frequencies, collectively generate ∼ 1 GB/s of data, which is processed by a
computational pipeline consisting of five modules: perception,
localization, prediction, planning, and control (Fig. 1). These
modules are implemented by hundreds of components [95]
that execute atop several machines and accelerators [66, 72].
The perception module synchronizes the camera and LiDAR data streams and uses machine learning (ML) models to
detect pedestrians, vehicles, traffic signals, and lanes. These
detected objects along with the AV’s location (computed by
the localization module) are used by the prediction module
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Figure 2. No silver bullet. We underscore the need for dynamically-varying deadlines by showing that: the choice of the optimum object

detector varies widely both within and across driving scenarios (a), the runtimes of various components increase with an increased complexity
of the environment (b, c), and components benefit from an increased allocation of time, which leads to more comfortable rides (d).
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to predict the trajectories of other vehicles and pedestrians,
and create a representation of the environment around the AV.
This representation is used by the planning module, which
first computes coarse-grained waypoints from the AV’s location to the destination (using a route planner), and then refines
these waypoints to ensure a comfortable ride (e.g. by minimizing jerk) while avoiding collisions (using a trajectory planner).
Finally, the control module converts these fine-grained waypoints to steering and acceleration commands.
It is imperative that while the pipeline produces accurate
results, it also computes them within a specific environmentdependent deadline (C1) in order to prevent collisions or
unnecessary emergency maneuvers that affect the comfort
of the passengers [66]. However, these two requirements are
often at odds since higher-accuracy components typically
incur an increased response time, and the optimization of this
runtime-accuracy tradeoff is further complicated by C1-C2.
In the remainder of the section, we analyze these two unique
characteristics using data collected from both our own real
AV and the sensor data released by state-of-the art vendors.
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Figure 3. Response time variability. Baidu’s Apollo productiongrade perception and prediction suffer from response time variability.

explore the tradeoff, we choose detectors EDet6 and EDet2
from the EfficientDet family where EDet6 is accurate at the
expense of a higher response time, and EDet2 is faster but
less accurate. Hence, while EDet6 can detect the pedestrian
72m away, EDet2 can only do so at a distance of 40m.
As a result, the AV must ensure safety by dynamically
choosing between the two detectors based on its speed and
the distance to the pedestrian. Specifically, an AV driving at
7m/s requires 7.66m to stop with EDet2 and 11.14m with
EDet6, and hence must use EDet2 if the pedestrian walks out
12m away from the AV to be able to stop in time. On the other
hand, an AV driving at 17m/s requires 43.43m to stop with
EDet2, while it can only detect the pedestrian at a distance of
40m, which requires the AV to use EDet6 to stop safely.

2.1 C1: Environment-dependent deadlines
Ensuring safety across the wide-range of complex scenarios
encountered in general driving requires an AV to dynamically change its response time to meet the varying deadlines
demanded by the environment. To demonstrate this, we divide 12 driving scenarios from a real-world dataset [3] into
2 second intervals, and plot the object detection model with
the highest accuracy (adjusted by its runtime [65]) from the
EfficientDet family [88], which provide multiple points in the
runtime-accuracy tradeoff curve. Fig. 2a shows that models
with differing runtimes and accuracies perform better at different times, which renders the selection of a static point on
the tradeoff curve during development inadequate.
To further support this, we develop a scenario using our real
vehicle where a replica of a pedestrian walks out in front of the
AV, and requires the AV to brake upon its detection1 . In order
to check if the AV can safely stop in time, we measure the
stopping sight distance [11], which is the sum of the distance
traveled by the AV during the detector’s response time and the
distance required to come to a halt (i.e., braking distance). To
1A
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0

2.2 C2: Environment-dependent runtime
Meeting constantly-evolving deadlines imposed by C1 is complicated by the impact of the environment on the runtimes
of AV components. For example, the number of agents (i.e.
vehicles or pedestrians) in the scene affects the runtime of
the perception module. Quantifying this impact, Fig. 2b plots
how increasing the number of agents changes the runtimes of
several object trackers, which are critical components of the
perception module that track the trajectories of detected objects. To obtain these results, we drive an AV in the CARLA
simulator [52] while increasing the number of agents, and observe an increase in the median runtime for all object trackers.
Note that while SORT [34] provides a lower runtime, both
DeepSORT [99] and DaSiamRPN [102] offer high accuracy.
In addition, the runtime of the prediction module depends
on the velocity of the AV itself. An AV driving at a greater
speed requires a higher prediction horizon i.e. it must be
able to forecast the trajectories of other agents for longer

simulation of this scenario can be found at https://tinyurl.com/j4mhezze
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Figure 5. Timeline of execution models when C executes upon

receipt of input from A and B. Data-driven models do not enforce
deadlines and delay C’s execution until both inputs are available.
Periodic models use WCET to execute components at a fixed interval
that is unable to adjust to slacks or delays, and fails to maximize the
runtime-accuracy tradeoff. D3 achieves this by enabling components
to either adjust to a constrained deadline or wait for delayed inputs.

Figure 4. D3 Model structures an application as an operator graph

with a policy πDP that decides the deadline 𝒟 as per the environment
(1), and assigns a 𝒟i to each operator (2). The operators proactively
try to meet 𝒟i (3). However, if 𝒟i is missed, D3 executes reactive
measures (4), and adjusts downstream 𝒟i s using a feedback loop.

into the future in order to ensure safety of the vehicle. Many
prediction approaches (e.g., MFP [89] and R2P2-MA [79])
use recurrent neural networks, which have a linear runtime
dependence on the prediction horizon as shown in Fig. 2c.
The compounding of the runtime variability of individual
components leads to a large skew between the mean and the
maximum response time of the AV pipeline, which renders
worst-case execution time analysis inefficient [25, 87]. To
demonstrate this, Fig. 3 analyzes sensor data from Baidu’s
Apollo AV [31] that drove over 108,000 miles [84, 96]. Specifically, we focus on the traffic light detector [2], a key part of
the perception module, that relies on the map and the vehicle’s location to choose between multiple cameras in order
to obtain bounding box proposals, which are individually
refined and classified by multiple neural networks. We find
that the response time of the traffic light detector depends on
both the choice of the camera and the number of lights in the
environment. As a result, the p99 response time latency of perception is 3.3× higher than the mean, which further increases
the response time of the downstream prediction component.
Moreover, an increase in the response time keeps resources
busy, thus forcing the pipeline to drop sensor messages.

3

D3 expects operators to meet their allocated deadline 𝒟i by
using proactive strategies (e.g., running faster models under
reduced deadline allocations; Step 3 of Operator 1 in Fig. 4).
D3 models 𝒟i s missed due to runtime variability (C2) as exceptions and notifies operators to undertake reactive measures
to quickly release output (e.g., quickly amending and releasing previous results; Step 4). D3 also notifies the downstream
operators of the missed upstream deadline, allowing them to
either: (i) eagerly execute with incomplete inputs due to a
lack of output from the upstream operator that missed its 𝒟i ,
or (ii) reason about the reduction in their available time once
the upstream operator’s reactive measures release output and
modify their computation accordingly.
D3 conveys the occurrence of the missed deadline events
to πDP using a feedback loop. Upon notification, πDP may
adjust the deadline for both downstream operators and future
executions of the application. In extreme cases where the
application is unable to perform its intended function due to
multiple missed deadlines, πDP can choose to execute a safety
backup mode that performs simple maneuvers (e.g., braking
or pulling over) to ensure a minimal risk condition [82].
3.1 Related Execution Models
We now highlight D3’s ability to maximize accuracy under
dynamic deadlines by comparing it to two key bodies of work:
data-driven execution models and periodic execution models.
Data-driven execution models employed by Service Level
Objective-based (SLO) robotics platforms (e.g., ROS [41,
77], Cyber RT [30]) trigger computation on the arrival of
input data and hence preclude the initiation of downstream
computation in the absence of inputs due to a missed upstream
deadline (C1). Moreover, such platforms execute computation
on a best-effort basis and lack mechanisms to reason about
changes in deadlines or variability in runtime [95]. As a result,
components are unable to adjust their execution to varying
deadlines leading them to miss their 𝒟i in the presence of
runtime variability (C2). For example, the lack of mechanisms
to reason about a changed deadline coupled with the runtime
variability in the second execution of A in Fig. 5 leads to a
missed deadline under a data-driven execution model. Further,
since downstream components can only trigger computation
upon receiving of the input from upstream components, the

D3: Dynamic Deadline-Driven Execution

The execution of applications that interact with a continuouslyevolving environment (e.g. robots, AVs) requires a careful
orchestration of their components. To enable such applications to optimize their accuracy under dynamically-varying
deadlines (C1), we propose D3, an execution model that centralizes the management of deadlines. D3 models deadlines
missed due to runtime variability (C2) as exceptions, and
enables components to reactively adjust their computation.
D3 structures its application as a directed operator graph
along with a deadline policy πDP (see Fig. 4). πDP receives the
environment’s state (e.g., distance to obstacles) and computes
an end-to-end deadline 𝒟 that ensures safety and prevents
unnecessary emergency maneuvers i.e., 𝒟 bounds the wallclock time that can elapse between an input to the graph
and its corresponding output (Step 1). Further, πDP splits 𝒟
across operators and assigns a per-operator deadline 𝒟i which
aims to maximize the runtime-accuracy tradeoff based on the
accuracy and pre-computed runtime profiles (Step 2).
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effects cascade and the second execution of C misses its
deadline. Conversely, D3’s πDP notifies A of the change in
deadline allowing it to proactively modify its computation to
meet the new deadline, or reactively release output quickly in
case it is missed. D3 also enables C to execute its computation
without the input from A, or wait until the input is available
and modify its computation to fit within the reduced time.
Periodic execution models, which underpin hard real-time
systems [56, 68], use conservative worst-case execution time
(WCET) estimates to execute computation at a fixed, periodic
interval. While this approach precludes a lack of input from
upstream components or a reduction in computation time
due to C2, it fails to maximize the runtime-accuracy tradeoff due to the large skew between the mean and maximum
runtime of computation in an AV pipeline (see §2.2). For
example, the WCET-driven periodic execution of C in Fig. 5
leaves plenty of slack in the average case, which could be
used to execute a higher-accuracy computation. Further, the
inflexibility of these models has led to applications adjusting
their computation to meet environment-dependent deadlines
(C1) by defining a fixed set of mode changes. However, executing the various modes requires the components to either
transition to SLO-based execution [35, 38, 63], or undergo
a time-consuming schedulability analysis for each possible
deadline and mode transition [32, 33, 36, 78]. By contrast,
D3’s proactive strategies and reactive measures enable the
computation to forego this expensive analysis, and still adjust
itself to meet dynamic deadlines (C1). We emphasize that
D3’s execution model subsumes such coarse-grained mode
changes by allowing the deadline policy πDP to perform mode
changes on either deadline misses or specific environment
conditions (e.g., change in the vehicle speed) (see §5.2).
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Further, the operators are notified of the receipt of all messages with time t ′ ≤ t using a watermark message Wt . A watermark [23, 83, 93] informs the operators of the availability of
all the inputs required for a computation across all its edges,
and thus ensures accurate computation upon synchronized
data [22]. While the computation registered with a watermark notification is executed sequentially according to the
the timestamp order, the computation that acts on messages is
allowed to execute out-of-order, which allows the operators
to prevent stragglers while ensuring correctness [22].
4.2 Computation Structure of an ERDOS Application
ERDOS instantiates D3 by modeling the application as a
directed graph composed of multiple subgraphs representing
the modules (e.g., perception), with each module containing
operators representing the components (e.g., lane detection)
connected by typed streams. A source of the graph reads data
from a sensor and uses an output WriteStream to inject it
into the graph, while a sink extracts data from the graph using
an input ReadStream, and sends commands to the vehicle.
Each operator must implement an interface that specifies
both the number and types of its input and output streams.
This static registration of the input and output allows the system to ensure that the computation graph is well-formed at
compile-time, and reduces the runtime errors. Moreover, the
static registration enables the system to optimize the allocation of operators to hardware (e.g., colocate operators).
The typed streams allow communication through timestamped messages i.e. a stream s of type 𝒯 can carry: (i) a
DataMessage (Mt ), with a payload of type 𝒯 and a timestamp t, and (ii) a WatermarkMessage (Wt ), with a timestamp
t that represents the completion of all incoming messages for
t ′ ≤ t. Corresponding to the type of message and the input
stream, the interface implemented by each operator defines
the callbacks that are invoked by ERDOS (see §4.3).
The timestamp t generated by the source
operators con
sists of t = l ∈ N, ĉ : ⟨c1 , . . . , ck ⟩ ∈ Nk , where l represents
a logical time (see §5.1), and ĉ conveys application-specific
information (elaborated in §5.3). This abstraction enables
applications to seamlessly work across both real-world and
simulation, by using l to represent the wall-clock time in real
AVs, and simulation time when using a simulator, the latter of
which may advance at a different rate than real-time. While
a simulator provides a consistent notion of time, ERDOS exploits the presence of a local high-speed network in real AVs
to precisely synchronize clocks in order to correctly reason
about the wall-clock time across multiple machines [54, 57].

Introduction to ERDOS

This section provides an overview of ERDOS, a proof-ofconcept instantiation of D3, that builds atop prior work in
streaming systems [6, 39, 74, 101]. We first discuss the relevant concepts from streaming systems (§4.1), followed by the
structure of an ERDOS application (§4.2). §4.3 exemplifies
these concepts through the implementation of a Planner.
4.1 Primer on Streaming Systems
Streaming systems (e.g. Cloud Dataflow [6], Flink [39]) structure applications as a directed graph of computational operators, which contains a set of source operators that generate the
input and a set of sink operators that consume the output. The
sources annotate the inputs with a timestamp derived from
an ordered time domain, and notify their downstream operators when they have finished sending all the input for a given
timestamp. These messages and notifications cascade along
the directed edges of the graph, with each operator potentially
transforming its input messages Mt timestamped with t and
received along an edge e before sending them along e′ .

4.3 ERDOS’ API
We now provide an overview of the API with the help
of a simplified Planner (see Lst. 1) that receives the
Obstacles and TrafficLights from perception through
DataMessages. It then computes a motion plan and returns
a set of Waypoints i.e., fine-grained points on the road that
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1 impl TwoInOneOut<Obstacles, TrafficLights, State<PlanningState>, Waypoints>:
2 fn setup(objects: ReadStream<Obstacles>, lights: ReadStream<TrafficLights>,
3
plan: WriteStream<Waypoints>, deadlines: ReadStream<Deadline>) {
4
// Call `on_watermark` even in the absence of traffic lights.
5
FrequencyDeadline::new(PlanningOp::on_watermark)
6
.with_static_deadline(30).on_stream(lights);
7
// Constrains the completion of local computation.
8
TimestampDeadline::new(PlanningOp::on_deadline)
9
.with_end_condition( // and a default start condition
10
|sent_msg_cnt: usize, watermark_status: bool| sent_msg_cnt > 0)
11
.with_dynamic_deadline(deadlines).on_stream(plan);
12 }
13 fn on_left_msg(ctx: Context, objects: Message<Obstacles>,
14
state: State<PlanningState>) {
15
// Change coordinate system of objects and add to state.
16 }
17 fn on_right_msg(..., lights: Message<TrafficLights>, ...) {...}
18 fn on_watermark(ctx: Context, state: State<PlanningState>,
19
plan: WriteStream<Waypoints>) {
20
// Computes a plan upon receiving obstacles and traffic lights.
21 }
22 fn on_deadline(ctx: Context, state: State<PlanningState>,
23
plan: WriteStream<Waypoints) {
24
// Invoked when a deadline is missed.
25 }

Achieving Dynamic End-to-End Deadlines

and TrafficLights, and specifies deadlines on its response time.

We now discuss ERDOS’ core contributions that enable it to
address the following challenges posed by D3’s realization:
∙ ERDOS must initiate computation upon the availability
of all required input, and allow components to bound their
response time from that event. In addition, components must
be allowed to initiate computation in the presence of partial
input if upstream components miss their deadline 𝒟i (§5.1).
∙ ERDOS must allow the deadline policy πDP to meet strict
safety, adaptivity and modularity constraints, owing to its
critical effects on the latency-sensitive computation (§5.2).
∙ ERDOS must provide efficient mechanisms to enable components to utilize different strategies to proactively output
the highest-accuracy results possible within 𝒟i (§5.3).
∙ In case of a missed 𝒟i , ERDOS must enable execution
of reactive measures that quickly release output, and allow
downstream computation to begin. (§5.4).

characterize the trajectory of the AV. To register its input
and output, the Planner implements the TwoInOneOut
interface where the ReadStreams are typed by Obstacles
and TrafficLights, and the WriteStream by Waypoints.
Further, to invoke the computation, the Planner implements the on_msg callbacks (lines 13-17) that convert the
coordinate system of each Obstacle and TrafficLight, a
task that can be executed out-of-order for each timestamp.
However, in order to compute a safe plan, the Planner requires a synchronized and complete set of all the obstacles
and traffic lights from perception, and hence, waits for a
WatermarkMessage from both the upstream operators signifying the receipt of all incoming messages for each timestamp.
It then uses the converted obstacles and lights to compute the
Waypoints for the AV in on_watermark (line 18).
Moreover, the Planner must complete its computation
within a deadline, and thus restricts its runtime from the time
of the receipt of the input to a dynamically-varying deadline retrieved from the deadline_stream provided by the
deadline policy πDP (line 11). §5.1 and §5.2 further elaborate
on the specification and dynamic-variation of deadlines. ERDOS automatically exposes the deadline for the timestamp
computed by πDP to each of the callbacks via the Context,
allowing the operators to employ proactive strategies to meet
deadlines and vary their computation accordingly (see §5.3).
However, to meet its deadline in the presence of a delay
of more than 30ms in the receipt of the TrafficLights, the
Planner chooses to eagerly initiate the computation with
partial input, and computes the plan using just the obstacles
(line 6). Finally, the deadline specification also requires an
exception handler that invokes reactive measures to quickly
releases output upon a missed deadline (on_deadline). The
handler receives a Context containing information useful to
mitigate the deadline miss (e.g., timestamp, deadline) along
with the state of the operator, and can be used to output the
previous computed plan offset from the AV’s current location.

5.1 Deadline Specification
In an effort to meet both its individual deadline 𝒟i , and the
end-to-end deadline 𝒟, each component of a D3 application
must be able to: (i) bound the execution time from the receipt of the inputs and the generation of the corresponding
output (C1), and (ii) bound the time between the invocation
of the computation on inputs of successive timestamps in the
presence of runtime variability in upstream components (C2).
While (i) ensures that a component adheres to its allocated
deadline 𝒟i for time t, (ii) allows components to eagerly initiate their computation on incomplete input for time t ′ > t to
ensure that the end-to-end deadline 𝒟 is met for time t ′ in
case the upstream components miss their 𝒟i for t ′ .
To achieve these goals, ERDOS must track the initiation
and completion of computation for every time t. ERDOS
accomplishes this by automatically capturing fine-grained
execution events from the components at the granularity of
the logical time l. Specifically, for each logical time l of the
timestamp t, ERDOS maintains counters of the number of
incoming and outgoing messages annotated with t (Mt ), and
boolean variables indicating the receipt and generation of the
watermark for t (Wt ) across all the input streams for each
component. This allows ERDOS to automatically initiate
computation once all required inputs are available (denoted
by the receipt of a Wt across all the input streams) (i), and
register the completion of the computation for the logical time
l once the watermark Wt for t is sent on the output streams.
In order to enable flexibility in the events that are constrained by a deadline, ERDOS exposes these events to the
components, and allows them to specify relative deadlines,
which limit the amount of wall-clock time that can elapse
between any two events. Specifically, components can register two boolean functions: deadline start condition (DSC )
and deadline end condition (DEC ), which return True to signify the initiation and completion of the computation for a

Listing 1. Planner computes a trajectory using the Obstacles
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Figure 6. Environment-dependent deadlines. ERDOS evaluates

to tailor the TimestampDeadline constraint with a custom
DEC (lines 9-10 in Lst. 1) that is satisfied as soon as the first
message for a timestamp t is output. Coupled with the default DSC , this constraint allows the Planner to bound the
time between the receipt and generation of the first message
timestamped with t (Mt ). This deadline can be used by the
Planner to quickly release a coarse-grained plan before refining it, thus enabling downstream computation to begin.

logical time l respectively. DSC and DEC are evaluated at the
receipt and generation of every
 message, and receive a tuple
n ∈ N, w ∈ {True, False} , where n denotes the number of
messages received or sent for that logical time, and w depicts
the receipt or generation of the watermark. ERDOS maps the
relative deadline 𝒟i to an absolute deadline by automatically
capturing the wall-clock time at which DSC is satisfied (Step
1 in Fig. 6), and offsetting it by 𝒟i (Step 2 in Fig. 6). ERDOS
then tracks the passage of wall-clock time and ensures that
DEC is satisfied before the absolute deadline (Step 3 in Fig. 6).
Further, to simplify the specification of the relative deadline
𝒟i for the enforcement of the response time deadlines (i) and
(ii), ERDOS provides the following two general deadline
abstractions that constrain a default set of events:
Timestamp deadlines (lines 7-11 in Lst. 1) bound the execution time. Components define a relative deadline 𝒟i that
constrains the wall-clock time elapsed between a default DSC
that specifies the receipt of the first message timestamped
with t (Mt ), and a default DEC that specifies the output of the
first watermark timestamped with t ′ ≥ t (Wt ′ ). If DEC is not
satisfied before 𝒟i expires, ERDOS invokes the exception
handler (on_deadline on line 22 in Lst. 1), which quickly
releases output to initiate downstream computation (see §5.4).
Frequency deadlines (lines 4-6 in Lst. 1) allow a precise
invocation of the computation in the presence of runtime variability. To achieve this, components define a relative deadline
𝒟i that constrains the maximum wall-clock time that may
elapse between a default DSC that specifies the receipt of the
watermark timestamped with t (Wt ), and a default DEC that
specifies the receipt of the first watermark for t ′ > t (Wt ′ ). If
DEC is not satisfied for t ′ before 𝒟i expires, ERDOS automatically inserts Wt ′ on the given input stream to simulate the
arrival of all incoming data for t ′ , and invokes the computation with the partial input (see §5.3). For example, if Wt ′ does
not arrive on the lights stream within 30ms of the receipt
of Wt (as specified on line 6 in Lst. 1), ERDOS automatically
inserts Wt ′ and invokes on_watermark with partial input.
We emphasize that the ability to tailor the above general
abstractions using the fine-grained execution events exposed
by ERDOS, enables components to specify the full spectrum
of deadline constraints discussed in prior work [47]. To exemplify this ability, the Planner in Lst. 1 uses this control

5.2 Environment-Dependent Deadlines
Components may use the abstractions discussed in §5.1 to
specify static deadlines that do not evolve over time by using
static values for 𝒟i (e.g., 30ms for the FrequencyDeadline
on line 6 in Lst. 1). However, D3 requires that these abstractions support dynamic deadlines determined by a deadline
policy πDP , which evolve according to the environment (C1).
We emphasize that the centralization of πDP , which dynamically determines the end-to-end deadline 𝒟 and the individual
deadline 𝒟i for each component, is a novel contribution of
the D3 execution model. While the development of such a
policy raises interesting research challenges orthogonal to
this work, this section concerns itself with the following key
systems challenges that its placement on the critical path of
the computation presents to the design of ERDOS:
Safety. The presence of πDP on the critical path of affecting
what computation runs in each component requires it to meet
strict deadline constraints. In addition to being able to initiate
a safety backup mode that performs simple maneuvers if
multiple component deadlines are missed (see §3), πDP must
also ensure safety by executing the backup mode if it misses
its own deadline (due to delayed inputs or runtime variability).
Adaptivity. In order to reduce πDP ’s effect on the latency of
the critical path, ERDOS must allow applications to adapt the
frequency at which the deadline allocations are recomputed
according to the dynamicity of the environment. For example,
a πDP may change the allocations less frequently on highways
than in cities, owing to the infrequent change in environment.
Modularity. Individual modules (e.g., perception) may exploit expert knowledge to specify policies that split deadlines
across their components (e.g., detection, tracking) more efficiently than a centralized policy. Thus, ERDOS must enable
the decomposition of monolithic policies such that high-level
policies provide coarser-grained deadlines to module-specific
policies, which further split them across their components.
To achieve these goals, ERDOS executes πDP as a subgraph
of operators which receive information about the environment
from components on its input streams. πDP processes this
information to compute an end-to-end deadline 𝒟 and decomposes into individual deadlines 𝒟i , which are sent to components via its output streams. Specifically, lines 8-11 in Lst. 1
show how an operator can adjust its TimestampDeadline
according to πDP by registering on the deadlines stream
provided by ERDOS. πDP utilizes the state of the environment to dynamically compute the relative deadline 𝒟i for

DSC for every message (1). If satisfied, it initiates an absolute deadline according to πDP (2). Similarly, ERDOS evaluates DEC upon
generation of messages, and removes any satisfied deadlines (3). If
a deadline is missed, ERDOS invokes an exception handler (4).
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each logical time l, and communicates it to the operator using
the deadlines stream. ERDOS automatically synchronizes
the computation for l with the corresponding 𝒟i provided by
πDP , and utilizes it to compute the absolute deadlines for the
computation (see Fig. 6). To enable components to adjust their
computation to meet the changing deadlines (§5.3), ERDOS
exposes the absolute deadlines via the Context (§4.3).
Executing πDP as a subgraph enables the policy to exploit
ERDOS’ graph abstraction to achieve modularity by splitting itself across operators, and benefit from co-location with
components that share the state of the environment with them
(see §5.4). Moreover, πDP can use ERDOS’ timestamping
mechanism to achieve adaptivity. Specifically, a πDP can send
a 𝒟i in a message Mt followed by a watermark Wt ′ , where
t ′ ≥ t, and adaptively evolve the delta between t ′ and t according to the environment. Wt ′ signifies the completion of all
outputs from πDP until timestamp t ′ , and specifies the relative
deadline 𝒟i for the next timestamps from t to t ′ . Further, πDP
can ensure safety by using ERDOS’ static deadlines (§5.1)
to enforce strict constraints on its execution, and invoke the
safety backup mode in case it misses a deadline (see §5.4).

the most-accurate model that typically completes within 𝒟i ,
and (ii) a fast, low-accuracy model, and return results from
(ii) if (i) does not meet 𝒟i . Similar to anytime algorithms,
components must be allowed to release the lower-accuracy
results to unblock downstream operators, or wait until 𝒟i
expires, and return the highest accuracy results available.
Skipping the execution of an algorithm in case of small 𝒟i .
Unlike load shedding [40, 90, 91] that does not generate
results, AV components can quickly release reduced-accuracy
results to unblock downstream computation by amending
prior results. For example, the Planner in Lst. 1 can release
its last computed plan offset to the current location of the AV.
Eagerly executing with partial input if upstream operators
cannot meet their 𝒟i due to runtime variability (C2). While
previous strategies require the input to be available and must
adjust the computation to a reduced deadline in case of upstream runtime variability (C2), this strategy allows components to eschew input from certain upstream components in
order to maintain its initially allocated 𝒟i . For example, the
Planner in Lst. 1 eagerly executes without TrafficLights,
and plans a trajectory using Obstacles if the upstream component experiences a runtime variability of more than 30ms.
ERDOS achieves an effortless and efficient realization of
these strategies using two novel mechanisms detailed below:
Intermediate Results. ERDOS’ extension of timestamps provides first-class support for anytime algorithms, speculative
execution of multiple versions, and enables eager execution
with partial input. Specifically, anytime algorithms and different versions can annotate outputs with t = l, ĉ , and increase the value of ĉ to notify downstream computation of
the accuracy of the results as they become available (with
an increased value of ĉ signifying increased accuracy of the
results). ERDOS orders the execution of computation using ĉ
and automatically prioritizes computation on higher-accuracy
inputs, thus maximizing the accuracy of results. Similarly,
upon expiration of a FrequencyDeadline, ERDOS automatically inserts a Wt (with a low value of ĉ) on the stream
that failed to generate the required input within the deadline.
The computation then conveys the accuracy of these results
to its downstream components, and refines its results when
missing inputs from upstream components become available.
For example, in the absence of TrafficLights or when
using anytime algorithms, the Planner can output a coarse
grained plan and annotate its accuracy using t1 = l, ĉ1 . This
allows the downstream control operator to generate commands using the coarse-grained plan, and refine them after
a fine-grained plan is available. If multiple plans are available, ERDOS automatically eschews the control operator’s
execution with a coarse-grain plan taggedwith t1 in favor of
a fine-grained plan tagged with t2 = l, ĉ2 , where ĉ2 > ĉ1 .
Speculative Execution. ERDOS automatically chooses to
change the implementation, execute multiple versions or skip
the execution based on 𝒟i . To achieve this, it requires components to decouple their state from the implementation of

5.3 Meeting Deadlines
ERDOS exposes the deadline 𝒟i (allocated by πDP ) to the
operators via the Context (lines 13, 18 in Lst. 1). We now
discuss some general proactive strategies that operators may
use to meet 𝒟i (by satisfying DEC before it expires) below:
Executing anytime algorithms [60, 98, 100] that maximize
the accuracy for a given 𝒟i through iterative refinement [103],
and provide a continuous runtime-accuracy tradeoff curve
by monotonically increasing accuracy with increasing deadlines. Such algorithms can be interrupted when 𝒟i expires
and ensure the highest-accuracy results possible within the
time. Moreover, components can choose to release loweraccuracy results (before 𝒟i expires) to downstream operators,
allowing them to begin computation early and iteratively refine their results. For example, the Planner in Lst. 1 could
execute an anytime planning algorithm [60, 98, 100] in its
on_watermark method. The algorithm would release coarsegrained waypoints and iteratively refine them, to allow the
downstream control operator to begin generating commands.
Changing the implementation based on the most accurate
algorithm that typically completes within 𝒟i (e.g., mean or
p99 runtime is less than 𝒟i ). This is facilitated by the existence of multiple algorithms for the components, that enable
a tradeoff between runtime and accuracy [59, 88] (see §2).
Executing multiple versions of components to ensure that
at least one completes before 𝒟i expires (similar to [86]).
In addition to choosing the highest-accuracy algorithm that
fits within 𝒟i , components can execute faster algorithms that
are guaranteed to finish execution before 𝒟i expires, thus
maximizing the runtime-accuracy tradeoff, while still meeting
deadlines in the presence of runtime variability (C1). For
example, a detector can run two callbacks in parallel: (i)
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the computation, and specify multiple implementations along
with their runtime profiles. Specifically, a component must
register its state (e.g., PlanningState on line 1 in Lst. 1)
with ERDOS. By assuming control of the state, ERDOS’ speculative execution mechanism achieves an efficient execution
of different implementations for successive timestamps by automatically providing access to the state to different callbacks
(lines 14, 18, 22 in Lst. 1). Further, the mechanism enables
the parallel execution of multiple versions by providing each
implementation with a view of the state without requiring
operators to synchronize updates to the state (see §5.4).
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Figure 7. Handling missed deadlines. When a deadline is missed,
handlers are invoked to mitigate the consequences. Callbacks which
miss their deadline may Abort to let the handler rapidly update
operator state, or Continue to ensure more accurate state updates.

for t, thus providing the downstream computation a choice
of more accurate results. Moreover, allowing the proactive
strategy to save the state for t enables the computation for
t ′′ > t to use the high-accuracy results, and prevents a cascade
of low-accuracy results across time. For example, a DEH in
a Planner can amend the plan computed for t ′ , while the
proactive strategy releases and saves a more-accurate plan.
A seamless execution of DEH under the Abort and Continue
policies requires a careful management of the component’s
state in order to ensure its consistency. To aid the components
in this endeavor, ERDOS provides system-managed state.
Specifically, ERDOS assumes control over the state of the
components decoupled from their implementation (see Speculative Execution in §5.3), and enables the state to meet the
challenges of executing DEH discussed earlier by ensuring
the following two key properties over it:
Transactional Semantics. In order to ensure a fast invocation and parallel execution of πDP , DEH and multiple versions
of the computation, ERDOS must provide them with a view
of the state and ensure that it is saved from either the DEH
or the proactive strategy according to the execution policy.
ERDOS achieves this by enforcing transactional semantics on
the state at the granularity of a timestamp, and provides the
proactive strategy with a view of the last committed state, and
automatically commits any mutations made by them upon the
successful release of the watermark for the currently executing timestamp. In case of a missed 𝒟i , ERDOS invokes DEH
and shares the dirty state along with a view of the last committed state, and automatically commits the changes made to
the dirty state by DEH upon its completion.
Time-Versioning. To further ensure the execution of πDP ,
DEH and proactive strategies across multiple timestamps, ERDOS maintains a version of the state for each timestamp
t. For example, multiple executions of the Planner for different timestamps (each corresponding to a different set of
Obstacles and TrafficLights) can be executed in parallel with their computed plans being saved in different versions.
In case a deadline is missed for t, the DEH gets access to the
committed state for all timestamps t ′ < t and can send Mt to
unblock downstream computation. Meanwhile, the proactive
strategies can continue in parallel for timestamps t ′′ ≥ t and
commit state mutations by releasing Wt ′′ .
Moreover, while ERDOS provides a default State
implementation with the properties discussed above, it
allows components to provide their own states. These states

5.4 Handling Deadline Misses
If the strategies discussed in §5.3 fail to meet the allocated
deadline 𝒟i , D3 requires components to undertake reactive
measures, whose execution presents the following challenges:
Fast Invocation of the measures upon expiration of 𝒟i so as
to quickly unblock downstream computation and minimize
the reduction of available time for downstream operators.
Access to the state of the partially-executed proactive strategies to enable the measures to quickly release results, and
ensure its correctness for executions of future timestamps.
Parallel execution of the measures and the proactive strategies to enable components to quickly unblock downstream
computation with lower-accuracy results while using higheraccuracy computation for state updates. For example, if the
Planner misses 𝒟i while running a higher-accuracy algorithm, it can release the last computed plan offset to the current location of the AV as its reactive measure, while updating
its state with the higher-accuracy plan for future executions.
To address these challenges, ERDOS enables components
to accompany the specification of timestamp deadlines (from
§5.1) with deadline exception handlers (DEH ) (lines 22-25),
which execute the reactive measures if 𝒟i is not met. ERDOS
orchestrates the execution of the specified DEH alongside the
proactive strategies through the following execution policies:
Abort. Terminates the execution of the proactive strategy for
time t, and requires DEH to notify the computation’s completion by sending a watermark Wt and ensure the correctness of
state for t. To achieve this, DEH receives a view of the state
for t ′ < t along with the dirty state for t (i.e., mutations made
to the state by the partially-executed proactive strategy for t).
DEH uses these views to quickly release output and amend
the dirty state to ensure its correctness. For example, a DEH
in a Planner could either use the dirty state at t to output
and save the best plan found by the deadline if the operator is
anytime, or amend the plan computed for t ′ otherwise.
Continue. Executes the proactive strategy for t in parallel
with the DEH . The latter unblocks downstream computation
by releasing output for t (Mt ), while the former notifies the
computation’s completion (Wt ) and ensures state consistency.
To achieve this, DEH receives a view of the state for t ′ < t,
and executes a fast algorithm to quickly release output. In
parallel, the proactive strategy continues releasing output
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implement an interface that customizes both transactional
semantics (through commit) and time-versioning (through
get_committed to retrieve a view of the state at t), and
may use techniques such as CRDTs [81]. For example, the
Planner could implement the interface for PlanningState,
instead of using the State provided by ERDOS (as shown in
line 1 of Lst. 1). In such a case, the PlanningState could
maintain a vector of waypoints for timestamp t = 0, and log
additions of future waypoints in commit, instead of saving
the entire set of waypoints for each timestamp t ′ > t.

6

get_committed (§5.4), and inserts into the lattice a bound
callback, consisting of the state, the Context, the callback,
and the received message. Similarly, upon the receipt of a
watermark, the worker verifies if it acts as a low watermark
across the operator’s input streams, and inserts a callback that
commits the state upon completion by invoking commit.
This execution lattice serves as a run queue for a worker’s
multi-threaded runtime. A set of threads retrieve and execute
the callbacks, and notify the lattice upon their completion
to unlock further dependencies (e.g., callbacks with higher
timestamps). ERDOS allows operators to override the ordering semantics of the lattice to fine-tune the parallelism and
state-management. For example, an operator may manually
synchronize updates to its state, and ask ERDOS to execute
all its callbacks in parallel by specifying that all timestamps
are equivalent, and thus ready to execute concurrently.

ERDOS’ Implementation

ERDOS is an open-source distributed system implemented
in ∼ 13k lines of Rust, whose type safety and memory semantics are essential for safety-critical applications. Further,
to interact with ML frameworks [18] and enable prototyping
with simulators [52], ERDOS provides a Python interface.
ERDOS’ distributed nature is enabled by a leader-worker
architecture where the leader manages a set of worker processes running across several machines. The leader partitions
the operator graph and schedules operators to workers, which
are responsible for exchanging data along streams (§6.1), executing callbacks (§6.2), managing deadlines and executing
their exception handlers (§6.3). We choose the leader-worker
architecture due to its implementation simplicity, and ensure
its scalability by keeping the leader off the critical path.

6.3 Deadline Management
The worker also ensures that the deadlines are initialized, and
execute the exception handlers in case they are missed. To
initialize a deadline, workers maintain per-stream statistics
on the receipt of messages and the watermark status for each
time t. Upon receipt of a message (Mt ) or watermark (Wt ),
the worker updates the statistics, and invokes DSC . If satisfied,
the worker synchronizes the relative deadline 𝒟i for t sent by
the deadline_stream (line 3 in Lst. 1), and computes the
absolute wall-clock time at which it expires. The deadlines,
along with their handlers (DEH ), are maintained by the worker
in a priority queue ordered by the absolute deadline.
A deadline is removed from the queue when the operator satisfies DEC or misses the deadline. Workers maintain
per-stream statistics of the transmission of messages and watermarks, and remove the deadline and the DEH from the
queue upon satisfaction of DEC . Further, workers poll the
queue, and invoke the DEH according to either the abort [37]
or continue policy upon the expiration of a deadline.

6.1 Communication
ERDOS initializes itself by constructing a control plane between the leader and the workers, which is used by the leader
to schedule operators to workers and synchronize their initialization, thus ensuring that all operators are ready to execute
before transmitting any messages. The workers construct a
data plane amongst themselves atop TCP sessions, which is
used to communicate the messages sent between the operators. This allows ERDOS to keep the leader off the critical
path, while still enabling centralized scheduling decisions.
ERDOS provides a rapid communication of messages by
choosing the underlying communication channel based on
whether it connects operators: (i) on the same worker, or (ii)
on different workers. While the communication for (ii) is
multiplexed atop the data plane among the workers, operators
on the same worker store data on the heap and communicate
a reference to it over Rust’s inter-thread channels, enabling
rapid delivery of large messages and safe zero-copy communication using Rust’s compile-time mutability checks.

7

Evaluation

Open-source AV pipelines (e.g., Autoware [28], Apollo [29])
do not include models and lack feature-complete integration
with realistic open-source simulators, which are required to
measure the efficacy of D3. Thus, we developed Pylot, a stateof-the-art AV that achieves a competitive score on the map
track of a simulated AV challenge and drives real AVs. We
use Pylot to evaluate D3 and ERDOS, and seek to answer:
1. How does ERDOS compare with other systems? (§7.2)
2. Does ERDOS enable the fulfillment of deadlines? (§7.3)
3. Do D3’s dynamic deadlines improve safety? (§7.4)
Experimental Setup. We perform all our experiments on a
machine having 2× Xeon Gold 6226 CPUs, 128GB of RAM,
and 2× Titan-RTX GPUs, running Linux Kernel 5.3.0. This
configuration closely reflects the hardware used in our AVs.

6.2 Operator Execution
Workers execute computation by maintaining an execution
lattice, a dependency graph of callbacks which guarantees the
processing of message and watermark callbacks in timestamp
order, thus providing lock-free access to state. Upon receiving a message, a worker retrieves a view of the state using
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Figure 8. Messaging Performance. We evaluate the response time for (a) varying message sizes, (b) operator fanout, and (c) pipeline sizes
for intra-worker and inter-worker communication. In all cases, we find that ERDOS’ optimized implementation results in better performance.

7.1 Pylot: an AV Development Platform
The construction of Pylot was a multi-year effort leading to
approximately 28k lines of code, with an additional 434 lines
required to port it to a real AV2 . Pylot contains dozens of
components and is, to the best of our knowledge, the most
comprehensive open-source AV pipeline with trained models.
We now briefly describe a few components relevant to our
evaluation (see [55] for an extended discussion).
Pylot’s perception module comprises of components that
perceive objects, lanes, and traffic lights using multiple cameras. While Pylot provides several implementations for each
component (suited for different driving environments), our
experiments use EDet2 to EDet6 from the EfficientDet family [88] in the order of increasing accuracy and runtime. This
enables us to experimentally evaluate the runtime-accuracy
tradeoff as accuracy varies from 39.6 mAP (EDet2) to 51.7
mAP (EDet6), and the runtime varies from 20ms to 262ms.
The Pylot planning component contains implementations
of Hybrid A* [51], RRT* [60] and FOT [98, 100] that perform best under different driving scenarios [62, 64, 76]. Since
we execute our experiments in an urban environment, we utilize the FOT planner that discretizes the configuration space,
and is fast if coarse discretizations are chosen, with poor
discretizations producing infeasible plans. We create configurations of the planner by varying the space discretization
from 0.3m to 0.7m, and evaluate them in Fig. 2d, which plots
the lateral jerk while performing a swerving maneuver. We
observe that configurations with longer deadlines, and lower
space and time discretization provide increased comfort.
Methodology. The tight coupling between the existing opensource AV pipelines and their underlying systems (e.g., Autoware and ROS [77], Apollo and CyberRT [30]) makes porting
these pipelines to ERDOS a time-consuming engineering effort. Similarly, migrating Pylot to the underlying systems used
by these pipelines is a challenging undertaking. As a result,
our evaluation follows a two-pronged approach. First, we
measure low-level system metrics (e.g. callback invocation
delay) to show a lack of regression in ERDOS’ realization
of D3 as compared to the other systems (§7.2). Second, we
extend the CARLA challenge [13] to construct a challenging benchmark for AV systems spanning 50km of simulated
2A

driving. We port the execution models used by the underlying
systems to ERDOS and use the benchmark to highlight the efficacy of D3 when compared to these models (apart from any
engineering benefits that come from ERDOS) (§7.3, §7.4).
7.2 ERDOS’ Performance vs. Other Systems
We evaluate the latency of ERDOS with respect to message
size, operator fanout, and pipeline complexity. We compare
against (i) ROS, a widely used platform for AVs [20, 28, 53,
95], (ii) ROS2, which provides more real-time guarantees [50,
71], and (iii) Flink [39] a data-driven streaming system that
is closest to ERDOS due to its operator-centric programming
model and usage of watermarks for unlocking computation.
Microbenchmarks. We measure the delay incurred by sending messages of increasing sizes between two operators and
invoking a callback upon receipt of the message. By measuring the callback invocation delay, we compare how different
systems contribute to AV pipeline’s response time via the
implementation of the communication stack and the scheduling of callbacks. We send messages at 30Hz, the frequency
at which AVs process data [1]. Fig. 8a shows the results
across both intra-worker and inter-worker placements of the
operators. ERDOS’ intra-worker callback invocation delay
remains constant across message sizes due to its zero-copy
communication. Further, ERDOS’ inter-worker implementation performs 2.0× better than ROS, and 3.2× better than
ROS2, and 2.5× better than Flink when sending 1MB messages. We analyze the systems to attribute the overhead, and
find that Flink and ROS have additional data copies and a
more inefficient networking path accounting for 80% of the
overhead, and slower serialization/deserialization responsible for 20% of the overhead. Moreover, we attribute ROS2’s
overhead to its use of the Data Distribution Service, which
incurs additional costs for data conversion [71].
Next, we compare ERDOS’ callback invocation delay to
other systems’ when broadcasting the output of an operator
(e.g., camera image) to multiple operators (e.g., perception
components), which is a common pattern in AVs. Fig. 8b
shows that ERDOS sends a typical camera image message of
6MB to 5 operators in the same worker at a median latency
of 0.12ms, 150× faster than ROS2 and 30× faster than Flink.
When communicating across workers, ERDOS broadcasts

demo of one of our test drives: https://tinyurl.com/yaumb4sn
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Figure 10. Impact of Deadline Exception Handlers. ERDOS

Figure 9. Meeting Deadlines. We vary the deadline every second

supports fast invocation of handlers (left), and enables Pylot to
quickly react to deadline misses (right), ensuring timely responses.

and show how the modules respond to the new deadlines. Both the
detection and planning modules adapt to meet the deadline and the
more adaptive planning module is better at using its time allotment.

drive, and we find that the policy mechanism increases the response time by less than 1%. The median and 90th percentile
response times increase by 0.9ms and 2.3ms respectively.
Meeting Deadlines. We evaluate ERDOS’ support for finegrained changes in deadline allocations (§5.3) and if Pylot’s
components adapt to meet these changes. In the experiment,
we use a policy that randomly changes deadline allocations
every second. Fig. 9 shows the response time of Pylot’s detection and planning during a short drive. We observe that while
detection meets its deadline, it fails to utilize its entire time allocation. This is because the EfficientDet [88] family provides
8 models with different runtimes, and ERDOS chooses the
model with the highest runtime that fits within the allocated
deadline, which may be significantly higher. By contrast, the
planning component fully utilizes its time allocation because
it executes an anytime algorithm [98, 100].
Handling Deadline Misses. Deadline exception handlers
(DEH ) ensure that a missed deadline does not delay downstream components (§5.4). In this experiment, we compare
against a DEH implementation based on ROS’ actionlib, a
preemptible task library. Fig. 10 (left) shows that ERDOS invokes DEH 0.1ms after a deadline is missed, and it is 5× faster
than ROS. This delay is acceptable for Pylot, as Fig. 10 (right)
shows the per-component and end-to-end response time without DEH (i.e., the data-driven execution model described in
§3.1) and with DEH during a 50km drive in simulation. Pylot without DEH has a 0.6% end-to-end deadline miss ratio,
whereas with DEH it always meets the end-to-end deadline.
Takeaway: ERDOS implements D3 by swiftly executing
πDP , enabling proactive strategies to meet deadlines, and
rapidly taking reactive measures when deadlines are missed.

to 5 operators at a median delay of 9.76ms, which is 1.7×,
4.2×, and 4.4× faster than ROS, ROS2, and Flink.
Response Time Benchmarks on Synthetic Pipelines. In order to measure the scalability to complex AV pipelines [7,
9, 95], we emulate Pylot with an increasing number of sensors sending data at 30Hz. We first instrument Pylot, and
retrieve the mean size of each message type. Based on these
measurements, we emulate a pipeline with an increasing number of sensors and operators, which sends messages totalling
925MB/s when processing 10 cameras and 5 LiDARs across
75 operators. Moreover, for a worst-case estimate of system
overheads, we assume each operator has a 0ms runtime.
Fig. 8c compares the end-to-end response time of the
pipeline when executed within a worker and across workers. We find that for 10 cameras and 5 LiDARs, ERDOS’
intra-worker implementation exhibits a median response time
of 2.5ms, which is 12× and 1.7× better than ROS2 and Flink.
When placing each operator in its own worker, ERDOS exhibits a median response time of 3.4ms, which is 2.0×, 9.3×,
and 5.0× faster than ROS, ROS2, and Flink. Note that a
realistic deployment of Pylot would colocate operators in
workers, and thus the worst-case latency would be similar to
that observed in the intra-worker graph.
Takeaway: ERDOS’ efficient implementation scales to
large pipelines and enables AVs to meet more deadlines by
minimizing the amount of time lost to system overheads when
invoking computation due to message arrivals.
7.3 Efficacy of ERDOS’ Deadline Mechanisms
We evaluate the latency overhead introduced by the mechanism for implementing πDP policies, the ability of components to proactively meet dynamic deadlines, and the effect
of reactive measures in meeting end-to-end deadlines.
Latency Added by the Policy Mechanism. To achieve dynamic deadlines, applications define πDP , which computes
deadlines using pipeline data and sends deadlines to components (§5.2). In order to isolate the latency of the mechanism
from the latency of the πDP logic, we use a no-operation πDP
that receives data from Pylot’s components and sends static
deadlines to the components. We measure Pylot’s response
time without and with the no-operation πDP during a 35km

7.4 Efficacy of the D3 Execution Model
We evaluate the efficacy of D3 by exploring a deadline allocation policy that adjusts the end-to-end deadline to avoid
collisions in challenging scenarios. The focus of our work
is not the design of policies, but to provide the mechanisms
to implement such policies. Therefore, we present a baseline
policy that adapts deadlines as a function of the AV speed
and the trajectories of other agents. Our policy computes reaction time, defined as the sum of time to receive 8 sensor
readings, which are sufficient to build a trajectory prediction
for the agents, and the end-to-end runtime of the current configuration. The policy uses the reaction time and the AV’s
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7.4.2 In-depth Study of Scenarios. We study the benefits
of ERDOS’ realization of D3 using two challenging scenarios
that require the AV to adapt in order to avoid collisions.
Person Behind Truck. This scenario simulates a person illegally entering the AV’s lane (see video3 ). The scenario is
complicated by a truck that occludes the person until they enter the AV’s lane. Thus, the AV cannot stop in time and must
perform an emergency swerving maneuver. Since this maneuver requires a knee-jerk reaction, we expect the configurations
that minimize the response time to perform better.
Traffic Jam. This scenario simulates merging into a traffic
jam. The AV is required to come to a halt behind a vehicle and
a motorcycle, while the other lane is lined up with vehicles.
The motorcycle complicates this scenario as it requires the AV
to perceive the object from afar in order to prevent a collision.
Moreover, the vehicles on the other lane prevent the AV from
performing an emergency swerve. While the previous scenario requires a fast response, this scenario needs consistent
high-quality responses from the AV in order to prevent an
otherwise-safe scenario from turning into an emergency.
In the experiment, we drive the AV at a fixed speed using a
fixed set of hardware resources (see §7). We execute Pylot’s
five configurations with static deadlines (§7.4) and Pylot’s D3
execution with dynamic deadlines computed by our policy.
We use the driving speed of the AV at the time of the collision
(i.e., collision speed) as a proxy for the impact of the collision,
where a speed of 0m/s shows that Pylot avoided a collision.
In Fig. 13 we plot the collision speed across varying speeds.
As expected, at a speed of 12m/s, the probability of successfully handling the person behind truck scenario increases with
a decrease in response time. In this scenario all but the fastest
configuration detect the person, which is visible 20m away.
Thus, the configuration with the lowest response time (200ms)
that detects the person 20m away prevents a collision, while
configurations with higher response times collide with the
person at collision speeds that increase with the response time.
We note that the configuration with the lowest response time
(125ms) collides as it detects the person too late (12m away)
due to its low perception accuracy. On the contrary, in the
traffic jam scenario, the slower, more accurate configurations
allow the AV to reliably stop at 10m/s. This is because the

Figure 12. Response Time Histogram. D3 (Static Deadlines) enforces the static deadlines that perform the best during the drive
and the variability is due to C2. By contrast, the D3 with dynamic
deadlines offers faster responses when needed, and executes more
accurate computation otherwise.

driving speed to estimate the AV’s stopping distance. It then
adjusts the end-to-end deadline depending on how close to
other agents the AV will be at the end of its stopping distance.
We compare the performance of Pylot under the dynamic
deadlines computed by this deadline allocation policy to five
static deadlines ranging from 125ms to 500ms.
7.4.1 Aggregate Study. We explore if our policy adjusts
the deadlines to avoid collisions during a challenging 50km
CARLA Challenge drive [13]. In this experiment, we adapt
the detector in response to shorter deadlines, but keep all the
other components fixed in order to limit the experiment duration (exploring all tradeoffs required 100 days of simulation).
Fig. 11 highlights the efficacy of D3 apart from the engineering of ERDOS by running Pylot atop ERDOS using
four execution models: (i) a periodic execution derived from
WCET estimates (similar to Apollo [1] and Autoware [28],
which execute most components periodically), (ii) the best
data-driven configuration that executes each component upon
receipt of all input data (similar to some ROS deployments,
see §3.1), (iii) the best configuration with static deadlines
enforced by D3’s DEH , and (iv) a D3 execution with dynamic
deadlines enabled by our deadline allocation policy and ERDOS. The execution with our policy (D3) reduces collisions
by 68% over a periodic execution, and by 26% over the best
configuration with static deadlines because the policy reduces
the deadlines in challenging scenarios. Finally, we compare
the end-to-end response times of Pylot’s D3 execution with
dynamic deadlines with Pylot’s best configuration with static
deadlines. Fig. 12 shows that in most situations D3’s Pylot
execution runs a slow, high-accuracy configuration, but adapts
to fast configurations when the environment demands it.
Takeaway: ERDOS’ dynamic deadlines result in significantly fewer collisions compared to the periodic execution
and static deadlines used in state-of-the-art platforms.
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execution model because, unlike ERDOS, they lack APIs to
specify environment-dependent deadlines and to implement
proactive strategies to meet these deadlines, and to apply
reactive measures when deadlines are missed.
Periodic Execution Model. Hard real-time systems conduct
schedulability analyses driven by WCET estimates to guarantee that deadline constraints are met [32, 36, 49, 56, 67,
69, 92]. However, AV components preclude the accurate estimation of WCETs due to environment-dependent runtimes
and large input spaces [24, 25, 87], or the non-deterministic
nature of the algorithms they use [25, 43, 60, 97]. Thus, developing AVs as such systems requires use of conservative
WCETs to derive the periodicity of execution for each component [48]. However, periodic executions cannot meet dynamic
deadlines, and trade accuracy to ensure that components with
a large gap between mean and worst-case execution time meet
deadlines [25, 35, 44]. To address the former, real-time applications implement mode changes [26, 42, 78], which depend
on WCETs to verify if transitions between modes lead to deadline misses [67, 78, 85, 92]. By contrast, adaptive real-time
systems [35, 63, 70, 80] support the execution of components
without WCET. These systems minimize deadline misses by
using feedback-based policies to choose the best service level
from multiple application-defined levels (similar to §5.3’s
changing implementations), but lack mechanisms to enforce
deadlines and mitigate deadline misses.
D3 subsumes prior systems by allowing the execution of
both mode changes and adaptive real-time applications. The
developers of D3 applications can specify mode changes using the deadline policy (πDP ) and trigger them to perform
graceful degradation (on deadline misses or environment
changes) using D3’s feedback loop (§3). Furthermore, ERDOS’s use of timestamps and watermarks helps with tracking
the causality of messages back to sensor data, and along with
system-managed state makes ERDOS more amenable to analysis and verification than current AV platforms.
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Figure 14. Adapting to Deadlines. D3 enables Pylot’s components to meet dynamic deadlines and avoid a collision.

motorcycle is partially occluded, and thus faster, less-accurate
models perform poorly. Fig. 14 shows how Pylot adapts as
our policy reduces the end-to-end deadline once the person is
visible in the person behind truck scenario.
Takeaway: ERDOS’ deadlines adapt in both scenarios,
and avoid more collisions than any static configuration3 .

8

Related Work

Data-Driven Execution Model. Vendors [20, 28, 53, 94, 95]
are developing AV pipelines atop robotics platforms that provide a modular design and best-effort execution of the components (e.g., ROS [77], ROS2 [58], CyberRT [30]). As a result,
vendors execute these pipelines as SLO-based best-effort applications that attempt to meet an environment-agnostic endto-end deadline [28, 29, 95]. The AV pipelines are deployed
as ROS/CyberRT processes, that either use the data-driven
execution model to run each component to completion upon
receiving all input (§3.1), which may delay downstream components due to runtime variability, or run components periodically [1, 10], which preclude adaptations to meet dynamic
deadlines. Moreover, these platforms do not offer a systemmanaged consistent view of time, and thus lack mechanisms
to specify and enforce deadlines, or reason about the available execution time [95]. By contrast, ERDOS enables the
development of D3 applications by offering a consistent view
of time via logical times, an automatic mapping of logical
time to wall-clock time, which components can use to reason
about deadlines and available execution time, and the ability
to apply reactive measures to mitigate missed deadlines.
Stream processing systems such as Flink [39], Cloud
Dataflow [6], MillWheel [21], and Naiad [74] also utilize
the data-driven execution model. Although, these systems
inspired elements of our design (e.g., logical time [6, 39, 74],
watermarks [22, 39, 93], intermediate results [17]), these
systems are designed for massively parallel data processing,
and embed architectural and implementational decisions that
make them unconducive to the development of AVs. For
example, Naiad paralellizes an application by partitioning
data across workers, which each execute an entire copy of
the dataflow computation (AV sensor data is not partitionable). Moreover, these systems are unable to realize the D3
3 Static

9

Conclusions

We highlight two key characteristics of AVs, and introduce
D3, an execution model for applications that must maximize
accuracy in the presence of dynamic deadlines. We realize
D3 in ERDOS, atop which we build an AV, and find that D3
reduces collisions by 68%. We hope that our artifacts will aid
the development of safer AVs, and inspire systems research.
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Artifact Appendix

A.1 Artifact
We provide the following two software artifacts for reproducing the experiments discussed in the paper:
∙ ERDOS, the open-source distributed system for the execution of autonomous vehicle (AV) pipelines, and
∙ Pylot, the open-source state-of-the-art AV pipeline that
works across simulators and real-vehicles.
A.2 Description & Requirements
A.2.1 How to access.
The artifacts are located at the following public repositories:
∙ ERDOS (DOI 10.5281/zenodo.6345345): https://github.
com/erdos-project/erdos
∙ Pylot (DOI 0.5281/zenodo.6345352): https://github.com/
erdos-project/pylot
We also publicly released the code, logs and plotting scripts
for our experiments (DOI 10.5281/zenodo.6345350) at https:
//github.com/erdos-project/erdos-experiments.
A.2.2 Hardware dependencies.
All experiments were performed atop a machine having 2
× Xeon Gold 6226 CPUs, 128GB of RAM, and 2 × 24GB
Titan-RTX GPUs, running Linux Kernel 5.3.0.
We note that executing the experiments on different hardware could significantly affect the results as any differences in
end-to-end response may cause the simulation experiments to
diverge from the simulations we executed (e.g., an increased
response time might cause an early collision, but avoid later
collisions due to the AV being at a different location). Moreover, due to limitations in the simulator’s performance (simulating 1 second takes approximately 10-30 seconds in wallclock time), running our experiments takes approximately 1
month. To address these issues, we provide logs of our experiments along with scripts for analyzing the data and generating
figures in our experiments repository.
A.2.3 Software dependencies.
ERDOS’s performance vs. other systems. To compare ERDOS’ performance to other systems used for AV development,
we used the following software:
∙ Docker 19.03.13
∙ docker-compose 1.29.1
∙ Apache Maven 3.6.0
∙ Python 3.6.9 with Pandas 1.1.4
∙ Rust nightly-2021-12-04
Efficacy of ERDOS and the D3 execution model. We provide a Docker image with ERDOS, Pylot, and the CARLA
simulator configured. The image can be retrieved by running docker pull erdosproject/pylot:v0.3.2. Thus,
these experiments only depend on NVIDIA Docker 2.6.0.
A.2.4

A.3 Set-up
Clone the experiments repository with
1
2

git clone \
https://github.com/erdos-project/erdos-experiments.git

From the root of the repository, run the following to download the logs of the experiments and reproduce the figures:
1

./download_data.sh
# Verify that the experiments directory contains log data
3 # of our experiments.
4 # Install dependencies required to run the plotting
5 # scripts.
6 pip3 install -r requirements.txt
7 cd plotting_scripts
8 ./generate_plots.sh
9 # The graphs will be generated in
10 # plotting_scripts/graphs.
2

Systems comparisons. Run the following to install the software dependencies for the systems experiments:
1

bash systems-experiments/scripts/install_dependencies.sh

AV experiments. Run the required Docker container:
1

docker pull erdosproject/pylot:v0.3.2
nvidia-docker run -itd --name pylot -p 20022:22 \
3
erdosproject/pylot /bin/bash
2

To ensure that the image correctly runs on your hardware,
start the simulator in the container:
1
2

nvidia-docker exec -i -t pylot\
/home/erdos/workspace/pylot/scripts/run_simulator.sh

In another terminal, start Pylot in the container:
1

nvidia-docker exec -i -t pylot /bin/bash
cd ~/workspace/pylot/
3 # Execute Pylot using a Faster-RCNN object detector.
4 python3 pylot.py --flagfile=configs/detection.conf
2

To verify that the simulation is progressing and the AV is detecting obstacles, inspect ∼/workspace/pylot/pylot.log.
A.4 Evaluation workflow
A.4.1 Major Claims.
∙ (C1): ERDOS outperforms similar state-of-the-art execution systems and scales to large AV pipelines. This
claim is proven by experiments (E1), (E2) and (E3)
described in §7.2 and illustrated in Fig. 8.
∙ (C2): ERDOS implements D3 by swiftly executing πDP ,
enabling proactive strategies to meet deadlines, and
rapidly taking reactive measures when deadlines are
missed. This claim is proven by (E4) and (E5) described
in §7.3, whose results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
∙ (C3): ERDOS’ implementation of D3 offers a 68% reduction in collisions compared to prior execution models. This claim is supported by (E6) and (E7) described
in §7.4.1, and illustrated in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

Benchmarks. None.
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∙ (C4): ERDOS’ instantiation of D3’s dynamic deadlines
enables the AV to adapt in two opposite scenarios and
avoid more collisions than any static configuration. This
claim is proven by (E8) and (E9) described in §7.4.2,
whose results are illustrated in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
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10
11
12
13
14

1

# Script for Fig 8 (c)
cd ${ERDOS_EXPERIMENTS_HOME}/plotting_scripts
3 HOST=$(hostname)
4 python3 plot_synthetic_pipeline.py \
5
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
6
synthetic-pipeline-intra-process.csv" \
7
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
8
synthetic-pipeline-intra-process.csv"

A.4.2 Experiments. In the following text, we first lay out
the instructions for executing the systems experiments, followed by the AV experiments.
Experiments (E1, E2, and E3): [60 human-minutes + 10
compute-hours]: To run all the system benchmark experiments, execute the following commands:

2

1

# Runs the ERDOS system experiments.
cd systems-experiments/erdos-experiments
3 bash scripts/run_all.sh

Experiments (E4-E9): [600 human-minutes + 720 computehours]: Due to a lack of space to list out the complex steps
required to run the experiments involving the Pylot AV
pipeline and the CARLA simulator, we refer the reader to
the README of the experiments repository, which provides
instructions for running the experiments discussed above.

2

The results of the experiments will be stored as CSV files in
systems-experiments/erdos-experiments/results/$(hostname)/
1

# Runs the Flink system experiments.
cd systems-experiments/flink-experiments
3 bash scripts/run_all.sh
2

A.5 Notes on Reusability
We developed and open-sourced Pylot with a broader objective of enabling the research community to study the effects of
latency and accuracy of their innovations in individual parts
of the AV pipeline on its end-to-end driving behavior. To help
achieve this goal, Pylot was built with the key requirements
of modularity, portability and debuggability.
Pylot provides a “plug-and-play” architecture for the individual components of the AV pipeline and comes equipped
with ground-truth implementations for various components.
This allows developers to easily swap their new models and
algorithms for the old ones, and compare the effects of their
innovation on our extended CARLA challenge benchmark.
Furthermore, developers can use ground-truth implementations for the remainder of the pipeline to isolate the effects of
their components for the purposes of debuggability.
Pylot’s pseudo-asynchronous mode allows developers to
test the effects of the runtime of their components on the
end-to-end driving behavior of the AV pipeline. We hope that
the feature aids component developers in realistically testing
the effects of their components in simulation, and minimize
the cost, time and effort required to port the components from
simulation to real-world AVs.
We achieve these key goals by developing Pylot atop ERDOS. Specifically, Pylot uses D3 to implement a “plug-andplay” architecture which allows developers to modify components without cascading changes to downstream components.
We hope that our artifacts: ERDOS, Pylot, and our extended AV benchmark atop the CARLA challenge aid a
broader research agenda for the development of safe AVs.

The results of the experiments will be stored as CSV files in
systems-experiments/flink-experiments/results/$(hostname)/
1

# Runs the ROS system experiments.
cd systems-experiments/ros-experiments
3 bash scripts/run_all.sh
2

The results of the experiments will be stored as CSV files
in systems-experiments/ros-experiments/results/$(hostname)/
To generate §7.2 from these logs, execute the following:
1

# Script for Fig 8 (a)
cd ${ERDOS_EXPERIMENTS_HOME}/plotting_scripts
3 HOST=$(hostname)
4 python3 plot_msg_size_latency.py \
5
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
6
msg-size-latency-intra-process.csv"
7
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/flink/\
8
msg-size-latency-intra-process.csv"
9
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
10
msg-size-latency-inter-process.csv"
11
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/flink/\
12
msg-size-latency-inter-process.csv"
13
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/ros/\
14
msg-size-latency-inter-process.csv"

broadcast-latency-inter-process.csv" \
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/flink/\
broadcast-latency-inter-process.csv" \
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/ros/\
broadcast-latency-inter-process.csv"

2

\
\
\
\

1

# Script for Fig 8 (b)
cd ${ERDOS_EXPERIMENTS_HOME}/plotting_scripts
3 HOST=$(hostname)
4 python3 plot_broadcast_latency.py \
5
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
6
broadcast-latency-intra-process.csv" \
7
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/flink/\
8
broadcast-latency-intra-process.csv" \
9
"../eurosys_systems_experiments/$HOST/erdos/\
2
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